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Are you a terrorist? Check yes or no

Volume 101. Issue 83
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Friday
A New York house is

GSS opposes a form requiring campus job applicants to deny terrorist involvement

set ablaze as part of a
mass murder Cover-up

By Tim Sampson
Reporter

Saturday
A Minneapolis man
lands on an awning and
survives a 16-story fall

Sunday
Crikey! The 8-yearold daughter of the
Crocodile Hunter sings
with animals
For more information:
www.bgnews.com

A controversial new anti-terrorism law was flatly rejected by
the Graduate Student Senate.
The GSS overwhelmingly
approved a resolution Friday,
formally voicing opposition to
a new state law aimed at tackling terrorism, arguing that it is
ineffective and capable of scaring away potential faculty and
students from the University.
The Declaration Regarding
Material Assistance to a
Terrorist Organization, or

DMA, was enacted by the Ohio
Department of Public Safety
last April as a way of rooting
out potential terrorists and supporters of terrorist activities
within Ohio.
The law requires anyone
applying for public employment within the stale to fill out
a questionnaire regarding past
activity related to organizations'
on the U.S. State Department's
Terrorist Exclusion List.
The form asks, among other
things, whether or not an applicant has ever been a member of,
knowingly provided assistance

to, or encouraged others to join
any of the excluded organizations.
By answering yes or by not
responding to any of the six
questions on the form, an application is automatically denied
and the applicant's information is forwarded to the Ohio
Department of Public Safety's
Division of Homeland Security.
As a state university, all those
seeking employment at BG are
presently required to submit a
DMA form.
In a press release from last
April, the Department of Public

Safety claims the DMA will help
"deter and prosecute acts of terrorism." But the GSS argues the
new law is ineffective and could
frighten potential faculty and
international students away
from Ohio's universities.
"The major objection was the
potential to exclude and limit
the scope of the debate," said
Andy Famiglietti, member of
GSS and author of the resolution.
Famiglietti claimedquestions
on the DMA, particularly one
which ask whether or not an
applicant has ever used a posi-

tion of prominence to encourage others to support terrorism, could be misapplied to a
professor making hypothetical
statements as part of classroom
discussion.
"One could misconstrue taking a critical stance in the classroom as being in support of terrorism," he said.
Along with potential faculty,
the resolution claims international students might also be
intimidated by the new requirements.
See WAIVER | Page 2

Jackson's not
welcome in BG
Some believe this
week's speaker is
a disgrace to the
University | Page 4

BG hockey falls
to Michigan,
continues streak
A weekend road trip
pushes the team to
six consecutive losses

| Pig.6

Women's b-ball
scores big in
conference win

JORDAN FLOWER
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BS.U marches in
tribute to M.L.K.

BG lands a victory
over Central
Michigan 70-50
| Page 6

Campus groups honor the civil rights leader
By Kristen Schweitzer
Reporter

Spam e-mail
slips through
BGnet cracks
Look inside for
tips about fighting
unwanted inbox
messages | Page 3

New Web site
offers menus,
local discounts
Campusmenus.com
helps students save
money at area

JORDAN FIOWEP.

restaurants | Page 5

I

restaurants be alowed to
accept pesos?

DAVID UPSON,
Sophomore. Management
Information Systems
"If they want to I went to
Canada and spent my

I

American money."
|Page4

TODAY
Flurries
High: 31. Low: 25
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See TRIBUTE | Page 2

Should American

Linda Williams keeps
R0TC in line on paper

I

IMS BG NEWS

COMMENDATION: Timothy Hall and approximately 19 others joined in the Martin Luther King. Jt March organized by the Black
Student Union yesterday The march began at the Union, proceeded along Wooster and ended at Okcamp Hall

Cell phones were silenced and
candles were lit as approximately 20 people marched
about 1.5 miles around campus, in silence, through the
cold and snowy weather
yesterday afternoon to commemorate Martin Luther
King, |r.
The march began at the
Union, proceeded along
Wooster Street and ended
inside Olscamp Hall, where it
was followed by a commemoration dinner. The event was
a celebration of Black History
Month and was organized by
the Black Student Union.
Timothy Hall, a sophomore and president of the
University's Black Intellects
Group, spoke on the importance of silent remembrance.
"I feel that it's my responsibility as a campus leader and
a black man to remember the
legacy of M.L.K.," Hall said.

Others who braved the cold
felt the march was worth it.
"I heard about it through
CRU, and I think it's really
important. |M.L.K.| was
a great man who died for a
cause that isn't finished." Liz
F.la, freshman, said.
Several CRU members
were present at the march
and reception, including CRU
advisers Catherine White,
Steve Rieske and Michael
Brown.
"I'm here to support my
African American brothers
and sisters across campus and
let them know I care about
what they care about. I wish
there would be more diversity
on campus. There's diversity,
but there's still segregation,"
said Brown, who feels the segregation is too apparent on
campus.
Chris Rogers, a Visual
CommunicationsTechnology
instructor, was present at the
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TOMORROW
Few Snow Showers

By H.idi Grl.l.r
Reporter

Linda Williams calls herself the Radar O'Reilly of the
University's ROTC and military science programs.
She's the one everyone goes
to when problems arise.
Williams, the human
resources assistant for the
programs, was recently recognized by the United States
government for 20 years of service asa civilian. Williams is in
charge of all the paperwork for
each cadet in the program and
must follow government standards for everything from the
cadet's beginning contracts to
the certificates and brochures
at graduation. According'to Cadet Matthew

Linda
Williams
ROTC
Human resources
assistant

Fuhrhop, one of the most common phrases in his battalion is,
"You need to see Linda."
Williams admits she sometimes fits the drill sergeant
image too. Once a student
asked her if she'd been in the
military.
Williams has been working
with the government for two
decades, and always knows
what paperwork the cadets
need to stay on track, Cadet
WILLIAMS

Colorado faces heavy snow, strong winds and icy roads
DENVER (AP) — The latest in a
series of winter storms battered
Colorado yesterday, dumping
several inches of snow and whipping up strong wind that created
whiteout conditions on the state's
eastern plains.
Accidents caused by blowing
snow and icy roads closed southbound Interstate 25 near Fort
Collins for two hours yesterday
morning
State Patrol Master Trooper
Ron Watkins said no injuries were
reported.
Wind up to 60 mph piled the
snow into drifts as high as 3 feet
in parts of the state, the National
Weather Service said.
A blizzard warning was in effect
for much of eastern and northeastern Colorado, and the State
Patrol advised against unnecessary travel.
The stormy weather in
Colorado followed closely on the
heels of a storm that spread heavy
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DAVID ZALUBOWSKI | AP PHOTO

BLIZZARD: Plows move in unison down South Broadway in the south Denver suburb of
Englewood. Colo, yesterday as yet another winter storm hit the region

snow across parts of the Plains on
Saturday, limiting visibility and
creating hazardous driving conditions.
That storm was blamed for at
least eight traffic deaths: four in
Nebraska, three in Kansas and
one in Oklahoma.
The Plains storm spared much

of Oklahoma from heavy snow,
but utilities reported about 30,000
homes and business were still
without power yesterday because
of an ice storm one week earlier.
"We're coming down to what
we expect to be very near the

High: 32. Low: 28
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See SHOW | Page 2
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BLOTTER

use another's ID at a North Main
Street bar

THURSDAY

1:50 A.M.'
Devm Michel Edward Berry. 18.
of Howard. Ohio, arrested for
underage under the influence on
Crim Street.

8:02 A.M.
Officers called to Bowling Green
High School on West Poe Road
after a boy was reported to have
exposed himself tn class.
10:52 P.M.
Apartment reported broken into
on East Napoleon Road The caller
believed only telephone was taken

FRIDAY
235 P.M.
Thom« David Robertson. 22, of
' hester, Ohio, arrested for
disorderly conduct and resisting
.irrest on Manville Avenue. He was
taken to jail with $900 bond. Ryan
J. Berry. 21. of Arlington Heights.
Ill. arrested for domestic violence
The pair was reported to have been
fighting in the middle of the road. '
3:10 PM.
Fast Napoleon Road resident
reported her neighbor urinated in
her yard in full view of her
3:14 P.M.
. Fairview Avenue resident called to
leport her ex-husband calling and
Harassing her several times a day
3:23 P.M.
South Dunbndge Road resident
reported receiving harassing phone
calls.
352 P.M.
Heidi A. Hawes. 51. of Bowling
Green, arrested for shoplifting at
an East Wooster Street store. She
attempted to take several pairs of
earrings
7:41 P.M.
Caller reported hearing a gunshot
on South Grove Street. An officer
checked the area and was unable to
find any problems
11:44 P.M.
Man reported to have kicked out
the rear tail light of Super Cab van
parked in a Klotz Road parking lot.
causing $50 m damage. Police were
unable to find him after he ran off.

SATURDAY

1:37 P.M.
Damage reported to the back of
a Clough Street building, causing $300 in damage. Three to
four garage door windows were
broken out.
259 P.M.
Shortchange con reported at a
South Mam Street store A store
manager reported being shortchanged $150
4:04 P.M.
Jeep parked on South Prospect
Street reported damaged overnight, causing $750 in total damage. The rear glass windshield
was broken and a crack was in
the front windshield.
7:20 P.M.
Man reported to be driving by
and harassing a West Gypsy
Lane Road resident.

9:09 P.M.
East Wooster Street store clerk
called abouut a young man outside trying to get people to buy
him beer.

K More blotter action available online |
Ux b9ntws.c0m

12:35 P.M.
Juvenile reported to be trying to

Apply u 7/10 be an
Orientation Leader!
Attend an information
1/17
7-8 p.m.
1/18
7-8 p.m.
1/23
7-8 p.m.

session!
0lscamp217
0lscamp217
0lscamp217

Apply online beginning
January 22nd
http://www.bgsu.edu/firstyear

Orientation <S
First Year Program
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PRAYER: Afghan parliament members pray after the opening speeches of Afghan
President Hamid Karzai m parliament in Kabul. Afghanistan, yesterday. The Taliban will
open schools in areas under its control in Afghanistan, the militant group's purported
chief spokesman said.

Taliban to open schools
under its control
By Noor Khan
The Associated Press

KANDAHAR.. Afghanistan —
The Taliban said it will open
its own schools in areas of
southern Afghanistan under
its control, an apparent effort
to win support among local
residents and undermine the
Western-backed government s
efforts to expand education.
The announcement follows
a violent campaign by the
fundamentalist Islamic group
against state schools in the
five years since its ouster by
•U.S.-led forces.
The Taliban destroyed 200
schools and killed 20 teachers
last year, and President Hamid
Karzai said yesterday that
200,000 children had been
driven from the classroom.
The Taliban's announcement that it will open schools
"is like putting salt into the
wound," said Mohammad
llanif Atmar, Afghanistan's
education minister.
Abdul Hai Muthmahien,
the purported chief spokesman for the militants, said
the group will begin providing Islamic education to students in March in at least six
southern provinces, funded
by SI million allotted by
the Taliban's ruling council.
He said textbooks would be
the same ones used during
Taliban rule.
He also said education
would be available to boys first
and later to girls, but he did
not explain if there had been
a change in Taliban thinking
about schooling girls.
During its rule, it banned

Come see what we
have to offer!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
83<( Fourth Si

Am
agement
Houses Available
close to campus

730 Scott Hamilton

Meet
Greeks

('all to moke an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
(i4l Ihird fM BG

352-4380
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And Learn About
the 9 Divine
Historically Black
Greek Organizations
Monday January 22'ia
from 6-8PM in the
Union Multipurpose Room
Otha Events this Week...
Tuesday

MA

girls from schools in Kabul,
the capital, although elsewhere it sometimes permitted
their schooling until age 8 —
but only to study the Quran,
Islam's holy book.
Muthmahien said the program had been approved by
tribal elders in the region.
"The U.S. and its allies are
doing propaganda against the
Taliban," hesaidina telephone
interview with The Associated
Press from an undisclosed
location late Saturday. "The
Taliban are not against education.The Taliban want Shariah
[Islamic] education."
The U.N. mission in
Afghanistan derided the
announcement, saying it
couldn't be taken seriously.
"No one can say the Taliban
has a particularly good
track record in developing
Afghanistan's schools," U.N.
spokesman Aleem Siddique
said.
The Taliban's attacks on
state schools in the past few
years have chipped away at
one of the main successes of
Afghanistan's democratic
revival: a huge foreign-funded
development drive that has
seen a fivefold increase in the
number of children attending
school.
According to a report by
the aid group Oxfam late last
year, more than 5 million
boys and girls attend school
in Afghanistan, up from less
than a million students during Taliban rule.
The report said, however,
that 7 million children still
did not receive any formal
instruction.

Charlesttmn Apts.
710 Scon Hamilton

Come to...

Alpha Kappa Alpha and Omega Psl Phi host
The P & G Connection from

?-9PM

In the Union 208

Wednesday • Alpha Phi Alpha and
Zeta Phi Beta host
The Truth about Gteek life
from

7-9PM

In 203 Educdtlon Bldg.

Thursday • Rev Jesse Jackson

a lot of room for

From Page 1

2:21 AM.
Fight reported on North Main
Street.
2:26 A.M.
Nicholas A Kubiak. 19. of
Toledo, arrested for obstructing
official business and underage
under the influence at a Klotz
Road apartment complex.
According to police reports, he
originally provided inaccurate
information to officers on the
scene. His true ID was eventually found Kubiak was lodged
at the Wood County Justice
Center on $17,500 bond He had
a previous warrant from Ohio
University police for failing to
appear in court on an alcohol
charge

"There is certainly

WAIVER
"It may affect international
students wanting to attend the
University," said Colin Helb,
GSS member and co-sponsor
of the resolution. "It can scare
people away because of its
xenophobic nature."
In addition to the intimidation factor, Famiglietti also said
that questions on the DMA
make assumptions about a person's intent that could inaccurately label them as a supporter
of terrorism.
Because the DMA defines
providing assistance as including indirect aid given through
charities, there is a possibility that an individual may have
given support to an excluded
organization without realizing
it.
"Take for instance an organization like Hezbollah, it is so
intrinsic in its part of the world
that a lot of charities have to
work with them even if they
don't support their militant
activities," famiglietti said.
"There is certainly a lot of room
for someone with no intent of
doing harm to bring suspicion

someone with no
intent of doing harm
to bring suspicion
upon themselves."
Andy Famiglietti | GSS member
upon themselves."
But not all GSS members
agreed with the resolution.
Some voted against it, feeling
that the DMA could achieve its
stated goals.
"I understand my colleagues'
concerns," said limmy Olson,
GSS member representing the
department of economics. "But
I think the benefits will out
weigh the concerns."
Helb disagreed, saying that
anyone trying to conceal terrorist activity would simply lie
when filling out the questionnaire.
"If you were a self-aware terrorist, would you answer yes?"
Helb asked. "Using a point blank,
yes or no situation will not help
uncover terrorist activity."
up even though the weather was

TRIBUTE

bad."

From Page 1
march as well as Linda Dobbs,
executive vice president.
"I believe that it's important
to make a statement. I think too
often the myth exists that we are
unified, but the segregation is
still there. People need to develop a, new state of mind," Rogers
said.
Dobbs said the march sends a
strong message to the University
community.
"I love the idea of marching in
silence. It's powerful to do that,"
Dobbs said, who would like tosee
the march continue grow. "It's
wonderful that people showed

WILUAMS

Students who were present
also feel the significance of unity
between races.
"Most of the time its viewed
that its just the black community
fighting for unification, but it's
not," said Eric Grider, a first year
graduate student.
"Dr. King was the most courageous man in American history.
You got to pay respects to that,"
said Richard Ehrbar, freshman.
The candles were lit inside the
Union and most of the flames
didn't make it through the weather, but the symbolic message was
still clear to those present.
"The candles went out Iduring
the marchl but the flame goes
on," Dobbs said.

"She's always open

From Page I

and we can come

Louis Belluomini said.
"She takes care of all our
needs," he said. "Every cadet
goes through her."
And because of that, Williams
said she feels like a "mother
away from home."
As human resourcesassistant,
she hears about more than just
paperwork problems. She hears
about break-ups, grades, trouble
with parents and time conflicts.
"She's always open and we
can come with any problem and
just talk," Euhrhop said.
During her many years of service, Williams said one of the
highlights of her career has been
getting to know people. She
has watched careers progress,
seen cadets become generals
and heard the stories of former
cadets who now serve overseas.
Williams also got to spend
last summer at Fort Knox in
Kentucky and went hiking,
shopping and scrapbooking
during her time off.
At home, Williams has enjoyed
doing ceramics since 1993 and is
certified to teach the craft.
The classes are her time to

with any problem
and just talk."
Matthew Fuhrhop | Cadet
relax.
"It's my stress-free time, no TV
or radio, we just sit and talk and
paint," she said.
Williams has many varied
artistic interests and some academic goals as well.
In fact, a previous boss
encouraged" ROTC faculty members to take a class and get out
on campus.
Williams signed up for Latin.
Her boss quit, she stuck with it.
"I wasn't as nervous as I
thought I'd be in class," she
said.
Since then, Williams has taken
history and English classes.
"If 1 was smart, I would have
started when I came here and
I'd be working on my doctorate,"
she said.
But Cadet Steve Zehner insists
she's being modest.
"She's very friendly and she
knows everything," he said.
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CORRECTIONS

CAMPBELL HILL
Apts. 1-75

In an article published Jan. 19 titled
"New learning project proposed." general
comments about learning communities
from Deanna Vatan Woodhouse inaccurately portrayed her as being a supporter
of the Dunbridge Project. Woodhouse is
in fact currently opposed to the project.

2 Bedroom
Townhouses

3 Bedroom
Townhouses

• Deposit Special
$400
• Furnished
•1Half&1 Full Bath
• Full basement
• Air conditioned
• Microwave
• Washer/Dryer
• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
• Plenty of Parking
• Dishwasher
»Garbage Disposal

i Deposit Special
$500
> Furnished
■ 1 Half & 1 Full Bath
1
Full basement
1
Air conditioned
' Microwave
i Washer/Dryer
■ 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
• Plenty of Parking
> Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal

$765/month

$950/month

SNOW
From Page 1
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The 8G News regrets any confusion
caused by this.

end of the restoration process," said Stan Whiteford, a
spokesman for Public Service
Company of Oklahoma, which
reported about 4,000 customers still blacked out, mostly in
the McAlester area. "We think
we're going to be pretty close
to wrapping things up."

Deferred
Properties Co.
■

Houses That Feel Like Homes
www.prelerredpropeniesco.a3m

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Fox Run Apts.
• Mini Mall Apts.
• Piedmont "Under Renovation"
• Triplex
• Updated Birchwood
• Houses
- small pets allowed
see our website or
call for more details
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Spam invades University
ByJeesicaSpiea
Reporter
Spam mail is a daily affliction
experienced by all Bowling Green
students. No student's BGnet eniiiil account is completely safe
from receiving these unwanted
and often tedious e-mails.
A.I. Fuller, Unix Systems
Administrator at the University,
said spam mail is electronic
junk/bulk mail thai is typically
from a commercial source. In
a broader sense of the word
"spam," phishing credit card
companies and bank scams also
qualify as spam mail.
The sources of spam mail an'
various, but the largest contributor are machines that arc enacted
by a virus, A.J. fuller said. These
machines infect computers with
a virus, take out all contacts from
an address book and send spam
to these addresses. Although lacebook.com and other social networking sites are a contributor,
they are a minor source.
"Social networking is being used
by a lot of students. You put your
personal information on these
sites and its out there for everyone to see. These sites can then
use your contact information,"' A),
fuller said.
spam mail is a large problem
that concerns the University
because on a weekly basis, the
system receives 15 million emails with a little under 11 million
e-mails dial have been blocked

from accounts by the Univeuiiy,
said A.|. fuller.

Without the

University's help, this would mean
that approximately 76 percent of
e-mails that a student receives
would be spam mail.
lb filter die BGnet system, the
I Iniversiry does a number of active
measures including the McAfee
Olympus Scanning System which
scans for known viruses four times
a day and a s|>am filter from Cloud
Mark Authority which scans for
e-mails that constitute a "spam
e-mail."
While a large number of spam
mail is filtered by the University,
there are still some "spam mail
that slip through the cracks.
"I hate those e-mails diat tell
me about outages and the e-mails
from rrs. I get e-mails from them
everyday and they're useless," said
left Nelin, freshman.
Students may consider diese of
no use to them but they prove to
lie a necessary evil.
"These e-mails arc sent to notify
students of important things they
should know. In the University
handbook, it states that it's the
I (Diversity's responsibility to send
consistent communication emails," said Cindv fuller, communications coordinator.
Although the amount of spam
mail in a BGnet account can be
very overwhelming to students,
there are ways to combat this
problem. Students can be active
in the process of eliminating spam
mail by utilizing the "filter option"
in their IK inet account. Users are
then led to the "Intelligent Inbox"
which is a piece of the e-mail system that uses a process of sort-

How to minimize Spam:
■ On BGnet site:
Choose "Filter Inbox"
option on top of webmail
page.
■ Sign into "Intelligent Inbox"
using e-mail user name
and password.
■ Go to "Mail Filleting" to
enable "SPAM Filter" and
"Offensive Content Filter"
■ Go to "My Account/ Mail
Blocking" to block specific
e-mail addresses.
■ Keep virus protection software up to date.
■ Limit who and where your
contact information is
given to.
■ Read the fraud e-mails.
They are there to help you
not to be obnoxious.
■ Be aware of new technology. Get the tools in hand
to protect yourself.

ing though the e-mail and can
customize mail flow, said A.J.
fuller.
Another trend that has
evolved from a lack of security
online has been that "people
spell out 'at' in their e-mail
address to make it less obvious.
This is so a human can read it
but a machine can't," said Al.
fuller.
The more students can educate themselves on viruses
and spam mail, the better, said
Cindy fuller.
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New site serves students' tastes
ing college.

By Sarah Colbry

llimmel wanted to create a
service for students that would
be an aggregate of college area
restaurants in one single portal. I lis goal was accomplished,
and now campusmenus.com
hosts a compilation of the most
popular restaurants and bars
in Howling Green, as well as
local restaurants at six other
campuses.
"With this, trying a new restaurant becomes a whole lot
easier," llimmel said.
llimmel has high hopes for
the Web site, and said that it
will be valuable for students.
He has confidence that it will
be the resource students use
when faced with a decision
about where to eat.
Also, when discussing his
goals in creating the Web
site, llimmel mentioned the
discount aspect of the site
is something he would have
liked to have during his college years. He said he believes
that whenever an entrepreneur
decides to begin a new venture,
it derives from some void they
want to fill.

Reporter
Students will no longer have to
search for the takeout menus
of their favorite restaurants, or
wrack their brains about where
or what to eat. Instead, they
can go lo catnpusnienus.com.
The newly created Web site
is full of discounts and menus
from local restaurants. It was
launched Ian. 15, and is now
ready to serve students.
With over 25 participating
restaurants and bars, the site
is an easy-access resource for
students at Bowling Green.
Students can choose from
a variety of menus and discounts, including casual eateries and fine dining. The Web
site offers takeout and delivery
menus, as well as drink specials and bar promotions.
The creator, Scott llimmel,
decided to go ahead with this
Web site shortly after his graduation from Tulane University
in Louisiana. It was a decision
he m.ide after having been
forced to go to the same few
restaurants over and over dur-

But so far, students are not
aware of the site, or what it has
to offer.
I.indsey Krause, junior, had
never heard of Himmel's Web
site, but after hearing about the
discounts it offers, she said she
will check it out.
In addition, students who
want to use the Web site do not
have to create an account, but |
they have the option of signing up to receive e-mails about
exclusive discounts. Another
benefit of campusmenus.com
is that it allows students to
provide feedback to the restaurants.
The Web site is also accessible to restaurant owners.
Owners are able to update their
own menus and post new discount offers.
University sophomore lames
Sieja also said he thinks the
site is a good idea, especially
because he can get discounts
al restaurants like Campus
I'ollyeyes in Bowling Green.
"We really dug their stuffed
breadsticks," he said, adding
he will definite!) use campusmenus.com.
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ENOCH HU I THE BG NEWS
SING YOUR HEART OUT: Aaron Humble, tenor of Cantus. helps in giving the BG Mens Chorus some new direction on the song "A

You Want it? We Got it!

Dirge lor Two Veterans"

GET A LIFE

IT'S NOT TOO LATE

Apartments Available for Rent

2007-2008
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NAACP Re-authorization
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August 2007 Leases
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HOUSES! HOUSES!
1, 2, 3, 4 AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2007.

• 84*) nth Si. I hdm
good cond. $325/ITIO.
. 84Y A dlh SI. i bdm
good cond, S650/mo.
Call 419-352-9392
www.frohoscrcntals.com
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3 - 5 People allowed depending on location
(419) 352-0717

free.

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- S395
One Year - One Person Rate - S350

839 SEVENTH STREET

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath
School Year - One Person Rate- $435
One Year - One Person Rate - $370

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year - One Person Rate - $395

2 Bedroom Apartments
810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH;
818 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $565
One Year - Two Person Rate $475

831 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn, One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate $560
One Year - Two Person Rate $485

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

s/ bf&SMg PI5P05AL

CHIPOTLE

517 REED STREET-AtThurstin.
Furn. or Unfurn,, One Bdrm. & One bath. School
Year-One Person Rate-S465
One Year - One Person Rate - S400

Applications due January 26th

■ 824 Mi Si. 4 Kim. 2 I1.11I1
ClUHk.HUl.SI. 100/ino.
■ M9B6thSt3bdm
Good and, M7S/ma

1 Bedroom Apartments

Unfurnished, 1 1/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year Two Person Rate $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm.
One bath w/Vanity in each bdrm
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520
840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn. Two Full baths.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $650
One Year - Two Person Rate - $540
505CLOUGH-fieWndf<m/cos.
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. School
Year-Two Person Rate-$630
One Year - Two Person Rate $530

521 E. MERRY-near Offenhauer
Furn. or Unfurn. Two Bdrm. One Bath
School Year - Two Person Rate- $655
One Year - Two Person Rate ■ $565

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

.K--JOHN-

NEWLOVE
rCW Estate, 1*c.

319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green. OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)
Rentatl Office 418-354-2260
Hoijrs Mon thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Set 8:30-5:00
www johnnewloverealeslate com
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MAGGIE DOREMUS.
Freshman Special
Education

See JACKSON I PageS

AMANDA HIGHT.
Freshman, Early Childhood
Education

PAT HAHEY. Freshman.
Business. Pre-law

U.S. and Iran:
the hidden
similarities

Hispanic-founded eatery Pizza Patron raises debate over accepting pesos in American restaurants

COIUMNIST

A Dallas-based pi/.za chain
has become a lightning rod
for t he opi n ions of hot h sides
of the debate over illegal
immigration after starting
to accept pesos at all 59 of its
stores.
I'izza Patron, a fairly
small operation based in the
Southwest U.S., decided to
accept pesos as a promotion
to drive sales among its largely I lispanic customer base.
Sounds like a good business
move, right?
For the most part, it is.
The only problem with the
promotion is that the nation
is engaged in a bitter debate
over the status of illegal immigrants, many of whom are
from Mexico.
Asa result, many
Americans see this move to
accept Mexican currency
as being un-American, and
overtly welcoming to a group
they believe shouldn't be here
in the first place.
A few have gone as far as to
send death threats and other
hate mail to the pizza chain,
as reported by CNN.

There are two somewhat

ironic roots from which all
of the angst over immigral ion has come. The first is the
economic condition of Mexico
and other Central American
countries.
There aren't many jobs, and
the ones that do exist pay very
little. Very, very little.
Think about it: Why would
anyone want to leave his or
her family and risk being
killed, often at a cost of hundreds or thousands of dollars?
This is what many go through
to come to America, because
they simply have no alternative.
Because of this, even a
minimum wage job in the
States is worth the risk and
cost of being smuggled across
the border, often packed into
semi trailers and treated like
animals.
Normally, Americans
wouldn't really be bothered
by an influx of immigrants.
That brings us to root cause
number two: The American
economy isn't doing that well
either.
1 don't presume to know
exactly why. but the fact of the
matter is that many American
workers have already lost their
jobs, and many more fear that
same fate.
Because of this, many
jobless Americans, who are
searching for someone to
direct their frustration at

(and you really can't blame
them, can you?), feel cheated
by their government for not
enforcing its immigration
laws, their employers for
hiring illegal immigrants or
outsourcing entire factories,
or both.
As a result, they have much
less tolerance for immigrants
(and their respective ethnic
communities) than they normally would.
Pizza Patron, while it may
or may not be using this as a
stunt for attention, is simply
making good business decisions.
The chain was founded by
a Hispanic entrepreneur, and
part of its mission continues
to be "to serve the Hispanic
community," according to its
Web site. Pizza Patron spokesman Andy Gamm said that
fully 60 percent of the chain's
customers are Hispanic.
It makes good business
sense to cater to your customers' individual circumstances.
Accepting pesos is a good
way to do that while getting
a lot of publicity simultaneously through news coverage,
according to Brad Williamson,
a blogger with Small Business
Marketing and Branding.
The promotion seems to
have worked; payments in
pesos have accounted for 10
percent of sales since it began,
according to Pizza Patron.

The threats and hate mail
that have been directed at
Pizza Patrdn since the promotion began are irrational
and uncalled for.
Taking into account the
state of the U.S. economy, it's
certainly understandable that
many Americans feel uncomfortable about the number
of illegal immigrants in the
country.
It's also understandable
that those same people would
feel insulted by the fact that
Mexican currency was being
accepted at restaurants in
Dallas or Denver (both cities have a Pizza Patrdn),
hundreds of miles from the
border.
The fact is that Pizza Patrdn
is not making a political
statement, not taking a stand
against American workers,
and not aiding illegal immigrants.
Pizza Patrdn is an ordinary
business working to make
money by better serving
its unique customer base.
Besides that, their prices are
unbelievable.
A 15-inch one topping pizza
is only S4.99. There certainly
isn't anything un-American
about that.

Send comments a Brendan Keep at
keepb$bg$uedu.

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated dairy
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

THE BG NEWS
HOLLY ABRAMS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

BLOGGING
Check out the newest
edition to The BG
News: blogging!

E-MAIL EDITION
Too busy to hit the
newsstand? Get The BG
News in your e-mail.

LAREN WEBER. EXECUTIVE EDITOR
CANDICE JONES, CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
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WEBEXCLUSIVES
Some stories you'll only
find at www.bgnews.com.
So check it out!

MULTIMEDIA
Tell us what you think.
Take part in our weekly
online poH.

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion (or
a question7 Give us your
leedback at bgnewscom.
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Rev. lesse lackson used to be a
man whose very name commanded the utmost respect
and admiration of all who
knew him.
I )iiriii|; tlie famed civil rights
movement hewasan iUurmnatIng voice of truth, dignity and
donor in the face of his numerous detrartcirs and a brave man
who always stood up for what
uas inherently right. No matter
howdifficull the dilemma, no
matter what the struggle, one
could always lind the good reverend standing linn with unflappable resolve against hateful
bigots and racial hustlers,
while Irving to pave a new path
toward equal rights for all.
Well not anymore.
lodav. the lesse lackson of
moral conviction and fortitude
— and cur rent civil rights leader
- has been replaced with a
man whose very words and
actions represent a complete
basiaidi/.ilion of almost everything in which Martin Luther
king beUeved. In fact, over the
yean, lesse lackson has become
one of the most hypocritical
public figures in America and
a man who. by down playing
the significant progress of racial
relations in this country, seems
to have no interest in forwarding
the proliferation of civil rights.
This manipulative undermining began as early as 1982.
according to ludicialWatch.
org, when lackson launched a
boycott and threatened to sue
Anheuser-Busch for discrimination because it did not have
enough black-owned distributorships nationwide. The beer
company, fearing backlash,
decided to contribute S510.000
to lackson and established a SI0
million fund to help blacks buy
distributorships.
And, according to
MaitinLutherKing.org in the
late 1990s, lackson opposed the
merger of SBC and Ameritech,
fallaciously decrying that their
partnership would be detrimental to black customers. Money
eventually changed Jackson's
mind, however, making him
the deal's biggest supporter
when the companies donated
$500,000 to one of his Rainbow/
PUSH Coalition funds.
These rogue, strong-ami tactics eventually became lack-son's
calling card, resulting in the
manipulation of numerous corporations; but all in the name of
civil rights, I'm sure.
Apparently, in Jesse's world,
yesterdays "racist corporation,"
or anyone else perceived as racist (by Jackson's narrow-minded
standards! is today's big donor
to the Rev. lackson pocket fund.
Essentially, if you're not with
Jesse, you're a bigot whose only
road to reconciliation goes
Straight thorough to the Bank of

money"

"I think it's just
an extra hassle
to exchange the
currencies"

"No. If you're in
America, you should
have American

"I think it should be
up to the owners
iscretion"

KATYBUXTON,
Sophomore. VCT
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Should American restaurants be allowed to accept pesos7
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"Sure. We have a lot
of Mexican immigrants. At least the
border states should
be able to."

Rev. Jackson
not the right
man to speak

I m in. And I m in to win - Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton, announcing her
intention to run for president, from Time.com

Not long ago our beloved
President Bush laid out his brilliant new strategy to win the
war in Iraq. In stark contrast to
the recommendations of the
bipartisan Iraq study group
which suggested engaging
the war-torn nation's neighbors diplomatically, Bush has
instead opted to provoke Iran
and Syria by denouncing their
supposed efforts to destabilize
the region.
Rather than explore any
opportunities for cooperation,
he announced the deployment
of another carrier group as
well as patriot missiles to Iran's
borders.
Soon after, Marines raided
an Iranian consulate in Iraq's
Kurdish region and detained a
number of diplomats, an action
eerily reminiscent of Iran's 1979
seizure of the U.S. embassy in
Teheran which resulted in a
protracted hostage crisis. While
many commentators appear
shocked by Bush's apparent
openness as he postures for a
confrontation with Iran, his
counterpart in Teheran seems
just as hell-bent on provoking a
showdown.
While CNN correspondents
debate how to pronounce the
name of Iranian president
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, he
has been busy touring LatinAmerica building support for
an anti-US. "coalition of the
willing to bet George Bush
isn't crazy enough to attack
us." Iran's ongoing efforts to
produce a nuclear weapon continues to be a source of conflict
as were its recent war games in
which it displayed fancy new
weapons it claims are a match
for the U.S. military.
While both Bush and
Ahmadinejad seem intent on
out-threatening one another
in what is shaping up to be
a colossal clash of egos, one
wonders where each gets the
idea he isn't completely alone
on this. As the November
elections proved, U.S. politicians with hawkish ideas are
about as popular as... well, the
President. Jesus could come
down tomorrow and anoint
Bush as the new Son of God
and his approval ratings still
would be hard-pressed to top
30 percent. Confidential White
House sources even claim
Laura Bush is "considering seeing other, more emotionally
secure men."
Believe it or not, Iran's
Ahmadinejad isn't much better off with his public. Last
month Iranian voters humbled
Ahmadinejad by voting in
a landslide for his political
opponents in elections for key
municipal councils. In one
critical race, his most powerful rival, centrist ex-president
See IRAN | PageS

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewe; ;iian 500 words. These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per month

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsQbgncws.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." Only emailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing. All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

OPINION
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JACKSON
From Page 4

Jackson.
Of course, the reverend takes
the same selfish approach to
other situations that he deems
deplorable. For instance, a few
years ago he referred to New
York City as "Hymietown" just
because he thought there were
too many white people there;
and he also called American
Civil Rights Institute founder
Ward Connerly a "house slave"
and "puppet of the white man"
because Connerly supported
limits on affirmative action.
The fact that someone who
claims to be a man of Ciod is
engaging in this type of behavior is perhaps even more puzzling. I'm pretty sure God, who
told people to love one another
with all their heart, wouldn't
approve of this action from a
reverend or anyone else for
that matter.
lackson must have missed
that lesson when he was studying the scriptures.
And in his self-serving
anger, lesse lackson becomes
woefully blind to all the progress that African Americans
are making in this country.
According to the latest U.S.
Census numbers, the earning
power of African-Americans in
stable relationships is nearly
that of whites in the same
circumstance. The numbers
also show a collapsing school
system, in which 60 percent
of black fourth-graders can't
read because lackson and the
teachers' unions oppose strict
academic standards.
Have you ever heard Jesse
talk about that?
And by the way, for those of
you who do not know, BGSU
is paying this disingenuous
"leader" to discuss civil rights at
our esteemed University. This
Thursday's speech entitled.
"Honoring His Dream? Making
It Our Reality," will suggest
ways that Dr. King's dream can
best be carried on into the 21 st
century.
The mere fact that Jackson
is coming to our University
to speak about Martin Luther
King is not only deplorable and
rank of hypocrisy, but an absolute disgrace, not only to this
fine institution, but also to the

great Dr. King's memory.
Jackson's speech, like so
many other actions in his life,
may sound genuine at times,
but like so many of his sentiments, will ultimately boil
down to nothing more than a
masquerade. Rev. lesse Jackson
is a liar and manipulator whose
style is designed to play on
white guilt by intimidating and
dividing under the guise of
racial harmony.
Booker T. Washington said
it best: "There is a class of colored people who make a business of keeping the troubles,
the wrongs and the hardships
of the Negro race before the
public. Having learned that
they are able to make a living
out of their troubles, they have
grown into the settled habit
of advertising their wrongs...
partly because it pays. Some of
these people do not want the
Negro to lose his grievances
because they do not want to
lose their jobs."
Sounds like lesse Jackson to

Send comments to Dan Lipian at
Spian9bgsu.edu.

WEB SITE POLL
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Q: Are you a hot

;

weather person or a cold

I weather person?
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STAFF EDITORIAL | CAMPUS FOOD

IRAN

Online menus: the
battle begins

From Page 4

College freshmen and all those who live under rocks can
fear no more: Findinga place to eat off campus has just
gotten a little easier.
(impusmenus.com has just launched
YOU DECIDE
its Bowling Green version which, accordDo you prefer to order
ing to a BG News article, will allow stutake-out online or over the
7
dents to browse menus and discounts of
phone Send an e-mail to
local eateries and bars.
thenewVJbgnewscom and
But all of this seems so familiar. Maybe
tell us what you think, or post
feedback on our Web site
it's because ofcampusfood.com. an
online ordering program which has been
in place in Bowling Green for years.
At campusfood.com students cannot only see menus and get discounts and specials from Bawling Green restaurants, they can order
and pay online, arranging for the food to be delivered to wherever
they are.
Admittedly, campusmenus.com otters access to more restaurants than campusfood.com, but lacks the convenience of ordering online. They're trying to innovate, but they're already two steps
behind the competition.
Campusmenus.com is elbowing into a market which has already
been claimed by a company boasting services to more than 300 universities in the country.
So our advice to campusmenus.com?
Take the time to re-develop your system to include the online
ordering option. You've already taken the time to form rapport with
these local businesses and have succeeded in gaining access to
more menus than campusfood.com, why not try to convince these
restaurants that offering take-out orders via the Internet is the next
logical step?
And to all our beloved Bowling Green restaurants: Do it. As much
as some resist it, the Internet is the wave of the future. If you're not
rushing out tu meet it, you'll lose business and money.
And nobody likes to lose money.

t

Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani,
overwhelmingly won a seat
on the Assembly of F.xperts,
manhandling a cleric seen as
Ahmadinejad's spiritual mentor. Despite efforts to energize
the base with a I lolocaust
denial conference (read: gay
marriage amendments) the
elections delivered a humiliating blow to a president seen
by many Iranians as having
exhausted his credibility.
hist before the election,
Iran's parliament even tried to
shorten Ahmadinejad's term
by introducing legislation that
would call for presidential elections to be held almost a year
and a half early. Did you hear
that Congressional Democrats?
I'll bet you had no idea you
could even do that.
In Iran, a country not exactly
known for its political satire,
jokesters have caught up with
the unpopular president. Text
messaged jabs, most relating
to Ahmadinejad's purported
lack of personal hygiene, were

\ I am a hot weather
! person: 61%
\

circulating through the country
until one was accidentally Mill
to the enraged President. As
a result, a senior official with
the country's mobile phone
network was Bred and several
others arrested and accused
of being foreign spies. And we
worry about wire lapping. Even
in Bush's wet dreams he doesn't
have that kind ol power.
As it turns out, we maj have
a lot more in common with the
people of Iran than we thought.
Both ol us utterly distrust
our nut job leaders and have
no interest in a war with one
another. What belter motivation for the two beleaguered
chiefs to engage in diplomacy?
They can discuss how It) keep
from being eaten alive by I licit
enraged constituencies. If they
still refuse i recommend a ur< :si\ le, no-holds bat red death
match, just between the two ol
them. If these two numbskulls
want to have it out. then so lie it
— but they had better not trj to
take the rest of us with them.

Send comments to Jon Bosschei at
jbossch&bgsuedu

mmrn

419-352-0717
FALL 2007 APARTMENT LEASING

0 Ridae Manor Apartments
• 2 bedroom, 1 bath townhouses
• starting at $590'mo ♦ gas and electric

0 Butt Apartments

(45 people)

• (1470 & 1490 Clough Street)

\

TODAY

• 2 bedroom / 1 bath, furnished
• a/c. Dishwashers ' garbage disposals
• starting @ $590/mo plus gas and electric

i I am a cold weather
! person: 28%
! (20 people)

0 Remodeled Frazee Apartments
• Completely Remodeled 2 Bed. 2 Bath,
new kitchens, new carpet, new furniture.
• starting @ $675'mo ♦ electric

j I don't care: 4%
j (3peop'e)

0 425 E. Court Street

Undecided: 4%
(3 people)

• 2 Bedrooms' 2 Baths. Furnished apartments
• Dishwashers' garbage disposals
+ starling @ $650'mo + electric

TheBGNewspjBnotsciertfc
andrefeasdncprtmcfcrit
those Internet users vtfoiW
ch&iitopatcpate Jlieiesuk
amotbeassunedtoiepnsentlhe
qwcrscflnlBrietuSPrsinqeneial
nathepUJcasavMe

SIGN UP TODAY!
445 E. Wooser, Bowling Green OH 43402
www.greenhriarrentals.com

Martin Luther King Jr.
Celebration
"Honoring His Dream, Making it our Reality"
An evening with

Reverend Jesse Jackson

MORE Winter at Mad River Mountain
Winter is getting bigger at Mad River Mountain in Bellefontaine, Ohio.
The $2,500,000 Expansion is complete, come out and see what's new...

MORE Runs
2 NEW Intermediate Trails! These two NEW trails are the longest in Ohio.

MORE Snow Tubing
The Snow Tubing Park has been relocated, allowing for ten lanes, longer
runs and more tubes. Plus the NEW Timberline Tubing Lodge, where you can
meet up with friends, grab a snack or warm up by the fire.

MORE Lifts
A NEW Triple Chair Lift, allowing access the new intermediate trails.
A NEW carpet lift at the new tubing park.

LENHART GRAND BALLROOM

Thursday- January 25, 7:00PM

MORE Parks
A NEW terrain park at the site of the former tubing park.

MORE Snow
Mad River Mountain had added 32 NEW super polecat snow guns along with
2 NEW water pumps and a NEW snow cat for grooming.

Doors open at 6:00PM

Tickets are SOLD OUT!
uiarjli

ihe Union Theolte & MuH

MAD RIVER.
MOUNTAIN

Tickets are not required
for overflow seating.

SldlWadRiwar.com I 800-231-SNOW

SPORTS
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SIDELINES

Zaniboni shuts down BG, Wildcats sweep weekend
Ch.yi. -1 flil
Reporter

FOOTBALL
McCall Promoted
To Offensive
Coordinator
BGSU football coach Gregg
Brandon has announced
that Mick McCall. who has

The BG hockey team finished up
its recent five game road trip this
past weekend with two losses at
Northern Michigan. Hie Means
(5-21-1, :i 16-0) fell to the Wildcats
(11-14-2, 8-11-1| in two separate
<l-l finals on Friday and Saturday
to push their current losing streak
to six games, and finish 0-5 on
the trip that also included visits to
Michigan and Nebraska-Omaha.
The dominant theme of the
weekend was IINM goalie Hill
Zanihoni's ability to keep a shorthanded H( 1 team out of the net
after gaining an early lead. Ibr

the weekend, the senior goaltender stopped 43 of 45 Falcon shots
while his team held a lead for all
but 7:05 of the 120 total minutes
of ice time.
On Saturday, BG found itself
trailing 3-0 in the third before
forward Derek Whitmore scored
goal number 12 on the season on assists from lonathan
Matsumoto and Tomas Petruska
on the power play.
The Whitmore goal would be
the only offense for the Falcons
however, as UNM would add an
empty-netterwith 1:10 remaining
to secure the 4-1 win.
"We had a lot of guys go out
with injuries," said BG coach Scott

Eddie Neville held up in goal and
gave us an opportunity. Overall
Northern played a very good
weekend."
The other part of Northern's
good weekend came on Friday
in the series opener in which the
Wildcats again held a 3-goal lead
in the final period.
CCHA leading goal scorer Mike
Santorelli scored the first UNM
goal just 3:46 into the first en
route to the 4-1 victory. The junior
forward provided BG with a firsthand look at the conference's most
dangerous player as Santorelli finished the weekend with two goals

"I thought Northern came out and played a very
good first period. I liked the way Eddie Neville
held up in goal and gave us an opportunity.
Overall Northern played a very good weekend."
Scott Paluch I BG Coach

Paluch following Saturday's game.
"We lost llamesl Perkin early, we
lost (Tommyl Dee early in the
third and Matsumoto was playing
extremely hurt, but I like how the
guys battled arid stayed with it
until the end and ultimately gave
us a chance to pull the goalie."
Making his first start since Dec.

2, goalie Eddie Neville (1 -7-1) was
able to keep the Falcons in the
game after surrendering 2 goals in
the first 5:42 of action. The freshman saved 17 of the 20 UNM
shots he faced.
"I thought Northern came out
and played a very good first period," Paluch said. "I liked the way

See HOCKEY | Page 7

spent the last four seasons
coaching the quarterbacks

31 and counting

for the Falcons, has been
promoted to offensive
coordinator.
McCall has seen two of his
pupils. Josh Harris in 2005
and Omar Jacobs in 2004
earn All-American honors.
Harris was a second team
All-MAC choice in 2003
while Jacobs earned first

BY THE NUMBERS

Falcons' conference winstreak continues Saturday

"7 Number of l?G players
currently averaging 20 or
more minutes per game.

team honors In 2004 and
second team recognition in
2005.

By Ashley Folan
Reporter

Studrawa To Take
Offensive Line
Position At LSU
BGSU assistant head coach/
offensive coordinator Greg
Studrawa has accepted an
offer to coach the offensive
line at LSU. Studrawa, a

The BG women's basketball
team logged another conference
victory Saturday afternoon over
Central Michigan by a score of
70-50.
"I was ecstatic with our win
today," said head coach Curt
Miller. "I thought we thoroughly
dominated and our starters had
a great game and we came out

of half-time with a big lead and
added to that."
The game's high scorer was BG
forward AM Mann with 16 points.
Forward Carin Home was close
behind with 12.
Helping the offense out was
guard Kate Achter with seven
assists. Achter was back into her
normal game on Saturday and
everyone present in the arena

1 1 Number of BG players
who scored points in
Saturdays game.
1 H Number of offensive
rebounds in the second
half for BG.
Number of players who
10 pulled
down at least one
offensive rebound for BG.
1 Q Number of points scored
by Central Michigan
before the 1:36 mark in the
first half

See WOMEN | Page 7

1987 graduate of BGSU.

JASON RENTNIR I THE BG NEWS

HUDDLE UP: All Mann (back). Megan Thorbum (44). and Kate Achter (20) confer
before a foul shot oa Saturday. BG's starters made SO percent of their shots from the
held and were 7-oM6 from beyond the arc

has been a member of the

C Number of field goals
made by Central Michigan
in the first half out of 25
attempts.

Falcon football staff for the
last six seasons, including the
last two as assistant head
coach and the last four as

MAC STANDINGS

the offensive coordinator.

The Fakons lead the East and have steamtolled |ust about everyone they've played at
home Ball State is still at the top of the West
as theif showdown with the Fakons on Feb
7 awaits.

He returned to his alma
mater in 2001 and coached
the offensive line for two
seasons.

OUR CALL

EutTeam
BGSU
Kent State
Miami (OH)
Ohio
Buffalo

On the way up
Da Bears: How about that?
The NFL's New Orleans
conspiracy can officially
be put to rest.
Congratulations to
Lovie Smith and

JASON RENTNER I THE BG NEWS

Tony Dungy for being the
first African-Americans to

DRIBBLE DRIVE: Kate Achter (20) drives against Central Mulligan's Candace Wilson
(15). Achter finished the game with eight points and seven assists

West Tern
Ball State
Eastern Michigan
Northern Illinois
Toledo
Central Michigan
Western Michigan

Dhr.
W-L
6-0
4-2
5-3
2-4
1-5

Ovr.
W-L

W-L

W-L
15-2
10-7
12-5
7-11
9-10
812

6-0
5-1
4-2
5-5
1-5
1-5

16-2
8-9
9-10
9-9
6-12

Depth and versatility give
Falcons an advantage
By Colin Wilton
Assistant Sports Editor

In basketball, a team with a
solid eight-player rotation is
hard to stop. When bench players can be inserted into the
lineup and match the numbers
of the starter they're replacing,
it is harder to slop. When a
team can slide its point guard
into the shooting guard position and shift their offense
into fifth gear, it just might be
impossible to stop.
Ridinga31-game conference
winning-streak, the BG women's basketball team might
have all those elements.
Late in the first half Saturday

Kate Achter came in as a sub,
but to the surprise of many,
backup point guard Jasmine
McCall stayed on the court.
"We talked about it for years
and 1 never had the guts to do
it," said BG coach Curt Miller.
"We experimented with it at
practice and Kate had a great
practice at (shooting guardl
and so we've got to continue
to find time where we can do
that."
Liz Honegger headed to the
sideline and Achter was in playing shooting guard, leaving
two of BG's most high-energy
players in the backcourt.
See DEPTH I
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coach in the big game.

On the way down
The Patriots' dynasty: For
the second straight year,
New England
endures a heartbreaking playoff
loss.

o

The List
The BG News gives its top
five reasons why to watch
this year's Super Bowl.
1. Prince: How great is
his performance going to be?
Probably the best ever.

2. Breaking
boundaries: For the

Bears end Saints' magical run
ByB.-irryWiln.ir
The Associated Press

CHICAGO—The Chicago Bears
know how to make a Super Bowl
memorable. They're making
this one historic long before it's
played.
Dined all season long, Rex
Grossman and Co. are heading
to the big game for the first time
since 1985 after rolling over the
New Orleans Saints 39-14 yesterday, and Da Coach leading
them there makes it all the more

special.
l-ovie Smith's arrival in Miami
will make him the first black
head coach to reach the marquee game in its 41 years.
"I'll feel even better to be the
first black coach to hold up the
world championship trophy,"
Smith said after the Bears won
the NFC championship.
This isn't the wild bunch, led
by coach Mike Ditka and quarterbacked by lim McMahon, that
paraded down Bourbon Street,
then routed New England for

the championship 21 years ago.
Its defense isn't overpowering,
its quarterback isn't a renegade,
its reputation isn't celebrated.
This team, despite its impressive record, was maligned all
season and never possessed
the overpowering aura of Ditka's
gang.
Still, Smith's team did it in
true Bears fashion, with big
plays on defense and a steady
running game in the sleet and
snow, ending the Saints' uplifting saga.

well, fall
short at Kent
By Bill Bordowick
Reporter

NAM Y. HUH I APPHOIO

LOVIH' LOVIE: Thomas Jones embraces
Lovie Smith after the Bears' victory

first time ever an AfricanAmerican will coach in the
Super Bowl. Luckily, there are
two, meaning one of them

Finally! Manning, Colts reach Super Bowl

will win it.

3. Peyton Manning:

By Eddi. P.M.
The Associated Press

He finally got there, let's
see if he can manage not to
choke in the big game.

4. Commercials:
There are always classic
ads, making it hard to flip
channels on breaks

5. Parties: Partying
for no reason is always fun.
Cheers to the Midwest.

AMYSANCETTA

rHEBGNEWS

CELEBRATIOM: Peyton M*t»ig celebrates
after ihe gcahead taxbdmn n the Ccte victory

INDIANAPOLIS — A comeback, a drive, a legacy. And yes
— finally — Peyton Manning
gets his Super Bowl trip, too.
Football's most prolific
quarterback put on a show
for the ages yesterday, rallying
the Indianapolis Colts from
18 points down and driving
them 80 yards for the winning score in a wildly entertaining 38-34 victory over the
New England Patriots.

In his nine years in the league,
Manning has never played in a
game like this AFC championship contest He threw for 349
yards and one touchdown and
brought his team back from a
21-3 deficit
Joseph
Addai
capped
Manning's late drive with the
winning score, a 3-yard run with
I minute left to help the Colts
(15-4) complete the rally and
send coach Tony Dungy to his
first Super Bowl — and a very
special one.
Dungy and the Colts will face

Falcons play

the Chicago Bears and his good
friend Lovie Smith in Miami in
two weeks. Together they are the
first black coaches to make the
Super Bowl in its 41 years.
After Indy's last touchdown,
Manning was on the sideline,
his head down — he couldn't
bear to watch. New England's
Tom Brady — he of the three
Super Bowl rings — threw an
interception to Mariin lackson
and the RCA Dome crowd went
wild. One kneel down later and
Manning ripped off his helmet
to celebrate.

For the ninth time this season, the
BG men's basketball played a game
in which the contest was decided
by one point. Unfortunately for the
Falcons, Kent State handed them
their third loss in those situations
by beating the Falcons 62-61.
"If 1 was a player that would have
been a really fun game to compete
in," said BG coach Dan Dakich. "I
thought both teams played hard
— both teams were really tough.''
Kent State used the three point
ball to their advantage with seven
minutes to go in the first half. The
Golden Flashes converted five
three point goals in the first half,
including two by Armon Gates,
who along with Omni Smith, came
off the bench for KSU.
"Armon and Omni gave us a
spark when they came in after the
guys who started gave us a lot of
energy," said Kent State coach Jim
Christian. Christian went on to
win his 99th career game as Kent
head coach.
The Falcons rallied back after
See FALCONS | Page 7

SPORTS
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FALCONS
From
M»ii iiii Samarco scored five of
his gamc-h igh 26 points (o key a
7-0 run to get the Falcons within one at 30-29 with 41 seconds
to go in the first half.
KSU's Isaac Knight converted
a dunk with seven seconds to
go in the half to give the Plashes
a three point halftime lead at
32-29.
"It was a physical game — a
tough game," Dakich said. "To
he honest with you, it was a
man's game. You weren't going
to come in there as a kid and
do well."
The second ha I f was a see-saw
affair with neither team securing more than a seven point
lead*.'BG's only lead came after
a Nate Miller jumper to give the
Falcons a 52-51 advantage.
Kent State came right back
and scored the next eight points
to give the Flashes a 59-52
advantage with 3:52 to go in
the game. The run was keyed
by two Armon Gates' three

DEPTH
From Page 6

The Achter-McCall tandem
was in together for just over four
minutes. Although it was not
unstoppable for the Chippewas,
the duo has potential to overwhelm opponents.
"They're
both
attacking
guards, I've been reluctant to try
it but I've talked about it for a
long time but I think you can
see there are some true advantages to having them both on
the floor," Miller said.
The new wrinkle in the
Falcons' lineup adds to an
already versatile team. BG's
effective eight-player rotation
has been a strength so far in
Mid-American Conference play.
In their six conference games,
McCall, l.indsey Goldsberry and
Amber Frynn have averaged 15
points, nearly five steals and
nine rebounds collectively.
BG has seven players who
average 20 or more minutes and

WOMEN
From Page 6
could feel her emotion that
afternoon.
"She led us today," said Coach
Miller.
Achter took on another role
Saturday when she and Jasmine
McCall wen? on the court at the
same time. McCall took over at
point guard while Achter moved
out to shooting guard.
"I had two pretty good days
of practice," said Achter. "We
experimented a little bit, moving
me to [shooting guard] and got
my confidence back up going to

pointers. Gates finished with 13
points by going 4-5 on three
point attempts.
The Falcons clawed their way
back to being down by only one
after Ryne Hamblet was fouled
shooting a three pointer and
made all three attempts and
Martin Samarco came down
and nailed a three to pull the
Falcons within at 59-58.
Omni Smith converted two
free throws after being fouled
by Brian Guerin on his way
to the basket. This gave the
Falcons the ball back with 44
seconds to go in the game down
by three points.
The Flashes came up with one
of their biggest defensive stands
of the season forcing a turnover
beyond the three point line by
Martin Samarco with eleven
seconds to go.
"I was trying to get a shot off,"
Samarco said. "I didn't expect
them to double team after I got
ball screened. 1 picked up my
dribble and they forced a turnover. I was trying to get it to
Ryne Hamblet in the corner for
a three."

since the MAC season started,
McCall has played 15 minutes
per game. If Achter can continue
to log minutes at shooting guard,
McCall's minutes are likely to
increase.
"It's good for us because
we can both push and I like it
because I don't have as much
responsibility," Achter said. "I
can just take off and get up
the floor and its good for Jaz
because she gets a lot of experience at the point that she
doesn't normally get."
Perhaps the most important
aspect of BG's versatility is that
forthe first timeinalongtime, it's
battling injuries. Carin Home's
leg problems, Liz Honegger's ailing back and Whitney Taylor's
season ending leg injury have
the Falcons looking for the front
of their bench to step up and
they have done well.
"Everybody realizes that every
time someone is not 100 percent
everyone has ownership to step
up and take a little bit more on
their own plate to be a successful team," Miller said.

the basket and attacking."
It was a fast pace game for
the Falcons and the Chippewas
just couldn't seem to keep up.
Bowling Green scored a total of
19 points on the fast break to
Central Michigan's four.
On the defensive end, Lindsey
Goldsberry's eight rebounds
led the Falcons. BG won the
rebounding battle 46-34. The
Falcons also scored 18 second chance points while the
Chippewas only scored four.
For Central Michigan, Candice
Wilson led with 15 points making 3-of-4 three-pointers, hium
I Imiglitiin added 11 points and
Ann Scufka scored seven.
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SQUARING UP: Biian Molcn sizes up an Akron defender in the Falcons' Jan. 14 meeting
with the Zips. The Falcons fell to Kent State Saturday and their Mid-American Conference
record has now fallen to 1-4.

Gales converted 1 of 2 free
throws to give the Flashes
a 4 point advantage at 62-58.
Nate Miller came right back
and drained a three to pull the
Falcons back within in one.
KSU proceeded to throw
the ball away but Dusan
Radivojevic's full court pass
with .05 seconds was knocked
away.
Nate Miller finished the game
with 20 points with 14 coming

in the second half and a game
high 14 rebounds.
"Nate is going to compete,"
Dakich said. "Here's a kid who
sat out a year and a half, paid
his own way to go to school
here, and he has not missed a
beat."
The Falcons will return
home this Wednesday as they
take on the Broncos of Western
Michigan University at 7 p.m.

Goalie limmy Spralt (4-140) made 22 saves on the night.
The Falcons were held
scoreless on all ten power-play
opportunities for the night
and finished the weekend 117. UNM converted on two
of 14 chances with the manadvantage in the two games.
BG will finally get some
home cooking this weekend
as Alaska-Fairbanks visit the
BG Ice Arena to begin a fivegame home stand for the
Falcons. Both games between
the CCHA rivals begin at 7:05
p.m.

From Page 6
(22) and four assists (15).
The Wildcats were playing
with a 3-0 lead before Petruska
scored his seventh of the season
onassistsfromMikeNesdilland
Matsumoto at the 8:36 mark of
the third period. That would be
all BG would muster offensively
for the night though, as UNM
would add a late insurance goal
with under five minutes to play
for the 4-1 final.

Services Offered
Bellydance classes: Mon- 6:30pm
(inter.) & 7:30pm (begin.) at Julies
Dance Studio. Woodland Mall.Wed
5:45pm, at BG Community Center.
For more into call Laura Shakti at
419-352-0834.
Former dlrecl care professional
seeks work to clean homes. Dels
Home Cleaning Service oilers competitive prices and gives tree estimates. Call 419-373-1843.

SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid

1
8 9 e
l fr z

and every 3x3 box contains

S L 6
L Z *

the digits 1 to 9.There is no

e s i

guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

6 8 9
Z I L
« E 8
9 6 S

I 6 L
S 9 £
8 Z V

Z S

*

E
L

8 6
f 9

S I 9
8 6 c

Z
9

S 1
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6 ft 8

6
t

I Z
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9 L S
I Z £

L 8 6
£ 9 I

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
rmWSffMl* »*« al:

PRIZESUDOKU™
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

< Website! Low prices guaranteed. Group discounts
lor
6*. Book 20 people, get 3 Iree tnpsl
www.SpringBreiikPlscountsjom
or 800-838-8202

Motivated students to assist National Honor Society in registering
and acting as local officers.
3.0 GPA required. E-mail:
director@phisigmatheta.org.

Now hiring dancers No experience
necessary. Must be 18 years old.
419-332-2279 after 8 pm.
Bonuses Available.

SprmgBreak in Palm Bay/Melbourne
FL, 4 BR/3BA home. Sleeps 8. $750
wk. Summer $2500/mo. Call BG
alum Jackie 866-203-7830 x9933.

Office cleaning afternoons 3:30-4:30
Own transportation required.
Call 352-5335

Subleaser wanted lor spring/summer. $299/month •» util. w/d. Across
Irom campus. Call 614-352-8774.

Help Wanted
BARTENDING! up to $300'day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

Perrysburg family seeks child care'
Igt. housekeeping. Need 1 fulltime
S.or 2 part-tm Mon.-Fri, 9-6 $7/hr.
419-872-6222.

Bn.iliTllllliTH.Hl.lilTMIIMrfilllHili^lWaill.T.iaaj
Men of BGSU... Come to Party, Stay tor Brotherhood!

Texas Hold'em Tourney
# Pizza PartjLj^

Wanted

Travel

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE Irom $339!
Includes Meals, Taxes. Exclusive
Parties w/MTV Celebrities. Cancun.
Acapulco. Nassau, Jamaica From
$5991 Panama City & Daytona Irom
$169' Organize a group and travel
FREE! Call SpringBreakTravel.com
at 1-800-293-1443 or visit
www.sDnn9Preaklravel.com
use promo code:na55

9

5
1
8

Travel

C1«wfi«J Ads • 419-572-6977
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Date: Wednesday, Jan 24

0 •

Tim.: 7 - 10 PM

0*

Where: Bowen-Thompson Sluoenf Union - Rm 314
Bring your room/floor males & find out who the
best Texas Hold'em player really is and enjoy
some great pizza' Prizes Prizes. Prizes
For further information contact' moellcm@bgnel bgsu edu

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs tun
loving counselors to teach all land,
adventure 8, water sports. Great
summer! Call 888-844-8080, apply:

THE HOTTEST 8N)T IN TOWN
STOP

IN

TO TOUR AND

SEE

WHY!

BRAND NEW FOR
FALL 2007
CAMPBELL HILL
!

Private shuttle to & from campus
•2 resort style pools & 2 oversized Jacuzzis

5 Bedroom Townhouses
2 Full Baths, 2 Half Baths
A/C, Microwave, Dishwasher
$1650.00/Mo + Utilities
(Limit 6)

•3 high pressure tanning domes
•HUGE 24 hr fitness center
■Washer & dryer in every apartmr

Office Hours:
I .'

Free internet in every bedroom

BUFF APARTMENTS
4 Bedroom Apartments
2 Full Baths, A/C, D/W
1 Block from Campus
$1300.°°/Mo-futilities
(Limit 4)

.

Tne ettctAVt

i
i.
I

APAHTM£HT&

Leasing up fast for Fall 2007

877.819.6802 If
INapei

www.eoa»u»p.rliwtj. cam

Hours:
MoivFn 9am Spm
Saturday 9am Ipm

Rowlincj Green, OH

GREENBRIARJNC.
I'lihudttcnt.iK com

8 Monday Jac>uat>- 22.2007
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Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

Sales Associate.
Adult relatl store Immediate openings lor sales associate. Must be 18
yrs ot age. drug tree. Inendly. and
eager to succeed. Interested candidates can call 419-288-2131 be
tween 9 and 5 Mon ■ Sat. to apply

07 • 08 School Year
1.2 » 3 bedroom apts available
For more into call 419-354-9740

Apts 8 Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
wwwfiterentals.com

1 roommate needed now until May.
Campbell Hill $325 mo. » utilities
260-241-1534

t bedroom, as low as $399.00
419-352-0590.

SOFTBALL UMPIRES needed Ihis
summer tor slow pitch softball in
BG Earn $18 per game Contact
jtreeger@woh.rr com for info.

2 3 bdrm houses. Avail. 8-15. Price:
S825 Dill St.; $900 E Merry. 11 1/2
mon lease. Call 419 308 2406.
2 bdrm. apt. Great location. $425
Available immediately.
352-1584 or 353-8611.

Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers and cooks

419-352-7070
Toledo com is hiring lull time, part
time & summer interns tor web de
sign & html production. We are a lull
service web design ecommerce
company located in downtown Toledo Please email to
ian@toledo_.cOin.lor inquiries.

2 bdrm house, 327 1/2 E. Merry.
$525 prmo * electric. Off-St Parking Close to Campus & Very Clean
Avail in August 419-654-5716.
3 - 4 bdrm Ig house. Wooden deck
oil back w/ Ig Ironl porch S Ig living
room No pets $1200 pr.'mo. . utils.
Olt-St Parking. 327 E Merry Avail,
in August 419-654-5716.

For Sale

3 bdrm apt. recently remodeled,
small pets allowed lor 2007-2008.
sch. yr.Please call 419-308-3525.

Why rent when you can own**
For Sale. Mobile home
2 bedroom 1 bath
$180.00<mo.
No Money Down1
(419) 353-5800
meccabgcom

3 bdrm house. 118 Clay St $1200
131 N Church St. $800.
419-308-2456
3 4 Bedroom House. $900 month
Avail May 2007. 640 S. Summit St.
Call 419-308-9905
4 bdrm. house/3 people. 1 1/2 bath,
AC, washer/dryer. 2 car garage. 1
block from campus. 138 Williams
Avail. May, 12 month lease, 419654-9512.

For Rent

"Rooms $199 00 Mo . 2 bdrm.
avail Now low as $399.00 mo. TV.
07-08 Rentals Houses & Apts going
fast. 1 sem. avail, all next to camus.
S5 Web, close to downtn Call 419353-0325 9am 9pm listing 24 7 316
Merry 3. Updated listing
@cartyrentals.com

Buckeye Sfudios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully lurnished. includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520.
www.buckeveinnandstudios.com

S0UTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 5 Main
5 beds 2 b00|hs
419-353-8826
app,. mHaMl
THE WASH HOUSE
248 N Mam
17 beds. 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appt. needed

*

1
17

Lg. 2 br. modern townhouse, spiral
staircase, vaulted ceilings.new kitchens S bath, garage. AC $700 mo
Call 419-352-1104.
Male has a furnished room for rent
with Ireedom of house $225 mo
$100 deposit 419-354-6117
SUBLEASER NEEDED ASAP
Enclave Apts.
Call Samantha 419-575-6060
Two-3 bdm. houses. Close to BGSU
Off-street parking. W/D, AC. One-3
bdrm. apt. w/ W/D. ofl-street parking
Close to BGSU. One-2 bdrm. apt.
off street pkg Close to BGSU. All
avail. Aug. 15. 2007. 419-352-4773.
419-601-3225 (cell).
Wmthrop 8 Summit Terrace Apts.
400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-353-9135

I -2-3 Bedroom Apartments

*

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

■

-

«

Ivywood Apts. 1 bedroom S studios.
First month free. Restrictions apply.
419-3527691
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■
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ACROSS
1
6
9
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
25
26
29
31
32
34
36
38
43
45
46

Ladies' men
Actor DeLuise
Copse units
Native Greenlander
Begley and Meese
Artist Matisse
1950 Best Picture nominee
Prufrock's creator
"_ Farm"
Gerund maker
Shortened bk.
Show of hands
Expression of disgust
Annexed
Time periods
Llama land
Empire of old
1982 Best Picture nominee
2000 Best Picture nominee
Above-par score,
Shields film. "_ Nevada"
Egyptian goddess

50
52
53
54
55
57
59
63
66
67
68
69
70
71

■

Itemization
Big burden
Occult letter
Has no taste for
Beer mug
Liability
"Star Trek" role for
Auberjonois
8 Coll. Bulldogs
9 At that time
10 Return to life
11 Captivate
12 Listed mistakes
13 Crab-walks
18 Forum robe
19 Pantry
23 Axlike tool
24 White and Ford
26 Tasty tuber
27 Cycle starter?
28 LPs. updated
30 Cloak-and-_
33 Bro's sis
35 Craw hello
37 At least as much as
39 David or Michael
40 Stock-ticker stn.
41 Despot Amin

Last, but not _
College credit
Point of a fork
Drop a fly, e.g.
Gives birth to
Frightens
Pope
1998 Best Picture nominee
Laptop images
Carte preceder
Red starter?
Parakeet enclosures
Orbiting part of Russia?
In an affectedly shy manner

42
44
46
47
48
49
51
56
58
59
60
61
62
64
65

Hip dude
Corn serving
Slanting type
Ingredient in glass
Dazed and confused
Placid
Old pronoun
Caper
Fail to hit
Jack of talk shows
Inconclusive
Roll up
Excoriate
Comic-strip crash
Actor Wallach
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Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!
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VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

419-353-7715 tEl

Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Check out our Web Site for Specials and
Pictures of apartments

24
Ballroom

Renting for 2007-2008
www.meccabg.com

BGOW1
Communm »■"'
Cultural

^

Recreation
Social Greeks
Special interest
Sports Clubs

Attend one of these sessions
for more information:
f&2 Tuesday, January 23
5:00 @ Union room 201 B
6:30 @ Union room 201 B

2 S<£4

Thursday, January 25
5:30 @ 227 Olscamp
6:45 @ 227 Olscamp

S&6

Tuesday, January 30
5:30 @ 227 Olscamp
6:30 @ 227 Olscamp

y^£g Thursday, February 1
5:00 @ Union room 314
6:30 @ Union room 314
Applications available
online Feb. 5, 2007
lor_BOsitjonsjn2iilubJiLyisilht^
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COMPUTER REPAIRS

1045 IN. Main 7B
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FREE HEAT

THATSONLYS23
PER MONTH AND WE
PAY THE TAX!
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From Only $485!
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In the standard beds

5 beds. 1 booth
closest lo campus

1

Quiet tenants preferred

3 MONTHS

• No Hidden Fees • No Credit Card Required
THE HEAT
904 E Wooster
41,9- 352-3588

Houses/Apts for 0708 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10 - 2M - F

III. I 31 07

32 Rooms fluailable!!

brought

House® 1220 E. Wooster.
4 BR. 2 bath. $1200 mo. . ulil.
419-352-1104

1 WEEK FREE
i TANNING!

THE
TANNING
CENTER
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Office of

SPONSORED BY:
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Office of Campus Involvement. Pepsi University Booksloir

Bowling Green state university
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